Rate LGA's effectiveness on ENVIRONMENT / WATERSHED PROTECTION - (e.g., monitor water quality, lake levels, insect control, use of chemicals, protect lake's
shoreline, fish and wildlife

County

Northampton

Full Time/Part Time

Part Time

Rating

Good

Comments
Lake Gaston could be a great largemouth bass fishery if it had
more "structure and beneficial weed growth .. in areas that
wont interfere with homeowners, boating, skiing or safety.
There are plenty of locations. Its really just a catfish and rock
bass lake now. Missing out on visiting fisherman and their
families making this a destination.
PROPERTY VALUES DECREASE AS THE WEED POPULATION
INCREASES WITH THE BLESSING OF OVER-ZEALOUS
ENVIRONMENTALISTS
The use of chemicals around and near (and in) the lake is still
rampant.
Our cove has been overrun recently (past few years) with
hydrilla and lyngbya inspite of PLM treating the water
according to their supposedly effective routines.
Somethinghas to be done about the lyngbya; it is the worst
water hazard I have ever encountered!

Northampton

Full Time

Poor

Northampton

Full Time

Fair

Halifax

Part Time

Poor

Warren

Part Time

Excellent

Wally does a wonderful job. Especially love the e-coli kits

Good

I think surf and wake boats are allowed to beat our
shorelines. We see no hydrilla and weed support in the King
Branch area.

Warren

Full Time

Rate LGA's effectiveness on ENVIRONMENT / WATERSHED PROTECTION - (e.g., monitor water quality, lake levels, insect control, use of chemicals, protect lake's
shoreline, fish and wildlife

County

Warren

Full Time/Part Time

Full Time

Rating

Comments

Poor

The lake is being ruined by irresponsible boating people with
wakes in coves by tearing up riprap, and property yet nothing
is being done. Continued spraying with chemicals is causing
more harm than good. The if it wasnt invented here attitude
is causing serious damage to the lake by causing new weeds
to grow. No one seems to use the experience of what has
been done in other lakes instead they
just throw money and chemicals in the water. Absolutely little
to no control over boat traffic. No control over Dominion and
water flown. No control over weeds and grass carp.

Warren

Full Time

Unsure

again, no wake areas in coves less than 100 across adn
around docks would help all home owners in keeping the
banks intack. unless county would pay for the shoreline riprap

Warren

Part Time

Poor

New water management plan is awful! Frequent very high
levels.
What does Quasi River Run mean?

Warren

Full Time

Unsure

My understanding that you gave Dominion the okay to allow
the lake levels to be over 199. The level they go to now in the
spring is over our dock which is not good especially when
wakeboard lessons take place on lizard creek.

Warren

Full Time

Prefer Not to Answer

SEe previous statement !

